Rapid microwave irradiation fast preparation and characterization of few-layer graphenes
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Abstract: Few-layer graphenes were fabricated from expandable graphite by rapid microwave exfoliation. Expandable graphite was irradiated in a domestic microwave in full power for 3 min, then soaked in mixed strong hydrogen nitrate and sulfuric acid with volume ratio of 1:1 for 24 h and re-irradiated, thus few-layer graphene sheets were obtained. Specimens gained from every step were selectively characterized by different techniques, such as SEM, XRD, Raman, AFM, XPS, FTIR and combustion elemental analysis. The results show that expandable graphite with loose, porous and worm-like morphology forms instantaneously in microwave irradiation with crackling sound and sparkles, which manifests physical exfoliation of graphene sheets. Few-layer graphene sheets with a dozen or more layers and average thickness of about 4.7 nm are obtained eventually after sequential treatment of microwave irradiation, mixed acid soaking and second microwave irradiation. The as-prepared few-layer graphenes still have high crystallinity and high purity with traces of oxide groups and without serious unrecoverable oxidation damage.
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1 Introduction

Graphene, which was mechanically cleaved from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite, not only challenges the prevalent hypothesis that free standing planar graphene does not exist, but also excites great interest among researchers worldwide. Numerous applications are based on those superior properties of graphene [1]. With the concentration of charge carriers up to $10^{13} \text{cm}^{-2}$ [1], mobilities to $1.5 \times 10^4 \text{cm}^2/(\text{V}\cdot\text{s})$ [2] and theoretical specific surface area of 2630 m$^2$/g, graphene-based materials could be applied in sensitive sensors, semiconductors, super-capacitors, transparent conducting thin films (as a supplant of ITO), and micro-electromechanical systems. With elastic modulus as high as 1.01 TPa, studies on graphene may accelerate the process of manufacturing ultra-thin airplanes and bulletproof vests. Due to high thermal conductivity of 5 kW/(m·K) [3], graphene-based composites may take place of silicon chips in microcomputer-processing. Graphene derivatives also show promise in biomedical applications [4,5]. Recently, microwave-assisted exfoliation has emerged as an efficient and versatile method to produce graphene sheets, which enjoys obvious advantages, such as energy transfer instead of heat transfer, quick and volumetric heating, eco-friendliness, higher safety and can increase reaction rate by orders of magnitude compared with traditional heating [6–8]. However, previous researches often deal with graphite oxide and as-prepared products containing relatively high residue of oxygen functional groups with $m(C)/m(O)=2.75–14$ (measured by combustion elemental analysis) [9–11], which reduces purity, conductivity and exhibition of other superior physical and chemical properties.

In the present study, few-layer graphene with high purity and quality was extracted from expandable graphite sequentially by microwave irradiation, mixed acid soaking and second microwave irradiation, which is facile and energy-saving. Combustion elemental analysis, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were employed to investigate and characterize the specimens.
2 Experimental

2.1 Raw materials

Graphite powders (G5099) and expandable graphite powders (EG20, EG400) were purchased from Hebei Flame-retardant Materials Company. Acetone (AR), 98% H$_2$SO$_4$ and 69% HNO$_3$ were purchased from Zhuzhou Chemical Reagents Company.

2.2 Preparation of few-layer graphene

G5099, EG20 and EG400 were heated by microwave irradiation (Galan, G80F23MP→M8SO, 700 W) for 3 min. EG400 displayed the most dramatic volume expansion that resulted in the lightest and most fluffy powders (recorded as MEG400). In order to further exfoliate expanded graphite, 0.1 g of MEG400 was soaked in 100 mL strong mixed acid (V(H$_2$SO$_4$):V(HNO$_3$)=1:1) for 24 h, then washed with deionized water till the percolated solution became neutral. Vacuum filtration was conducted and the grayish filter cake was dried at 60 °C in a blast electric oven to obtain AMEG400 powders. After mixed acid soaking, AMEG400 was treated with second microwave irradiation and the powders gained were recorded as MAMEG400. To directly measure the thickness of the prepared few-layer graphene, MEG400 series powders were dispersed in acetone (0.1 mg/mL) by ultrasonication (KS Instrument, KQ218, 100W) for 10 min and aged for 24 h in normal temperature and pressure. In order to measure the thickness of as-prepared few-layer graphene, dispersions were drop-cast on clear slides and dried in the blast electric oven.

2.3 Characterization

SEM (FEI NOVA, Nano230) was employed to observe the morphology and surface microstructure of exfoliated graphite. Phase analysis was processed by XRD (Rigaku Ltd., Japan, D/max 2550VB, Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation, 40 kV, 250 mA). Molecular vibration behavior was investigated by Raman spectroscopy (HORIBA Scientific, France, Labram Aramis, laser excitation source: λ=532 nm). Thickness measurement was carried out with AFM (VEECO Nano man VS) on as-cast slides. XPS analyzer (K-Alpha 1063, Britain), Thermo Advantage software and FTIR (Nicolet 6700, USA) were employed to check remnant oxide groups and identify the oxidation degree of the few-layer graphene. Combustion elemental analysis was also conducted to analyze the elemental contents with CS600 CS analyzer and TCH600 NHO analyzer (LECO, America).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 SEM images

The microstructures of graphite (G5099) and expandable graphite (EG20 and EG400) before and after microwave irradiation for 3 min are shown in Fig. 1. G5099 (Fig. 1(a)) has clear edges, lamellar structure (seemly 0.3–2.5 μm) and coarse surface with slight delamination. After microwave heating treatment, thinner layers with irregular edges are created, which still firmly adhere to the bulk (Fig. 1(b)). It seems that though graphite is a good microwave absorbent, the energy absorbed from microwave irradiation is not strong enough to break numerous chemical bond interactions that exist between graphite layers. The microstructures of expandable graphite (Figs. 1(c) and (e)) demonstrate blur thicker edges and unevenly-distributed V-shaped clefts, which may be caused by nonuniform intercalation and as-generated violent gas expulsion. SEM images of expanded graphite (Figs. 1(d) and (f)) indicate that large space among the particles, crevice-like pores on the surface and pores in particles [12] facilitate to form hierarchically porous and worm-like microstructure with volume apparently increasing several hundred times. Accordtion-like morphology (Figs. 1(d) and (f)) features folded, curve and translucent layers with thickness less than 100 nm [13]. Once the force produced by rapid vaporization of intercalants in layers is larger than interlaminar van der Waals force (about 16.7 kJ/mol), exfoliation along c-axis direction will take place. Hopefully graphene will be obtained by further processing. Among as-listed materials and other graphite derivatives investigated, EG400 obviously enjoys the highest volume expansion in 3-min microwave irradiation, and is chosen to prepare few-layer graphenes.

3.2 XRD patterns

Three XRD patterns (Fig. 2) exhibit some changes in graphite crystal that (002) peaks of MEG400, AMEG400 and MAMEG400 are at 26.25°, 26.23° and 26.17°, respectively, and the corresponding inter-planar distances of $d_{002}$ are 3.392, 3.395 and 3.402 Å. These data are a little higher than those of typical graphite ($d_{002}$=3.354 Å) and lower than those of the halogen-treated graphite derivatives ([4.47±0.01] Å) [14]. Thus, mixed acid soaking and microwave treatment only slightly increase the distance between graphene ab planes, and the specimens retain high crystallographic quality. Without the (001) XRD peak of graphite oxide (2θ=11°), sp$^2$ hybridization network of the investigated specimens is not irreversibly changed into sp$^3$ defects that may need complicated steps to restore.

3.3 Raman spectra

Raman spectroscopy is widely performed to examine carbon derivatives. Figure 3 shows changes in D (1350 cm$^{-1}$), G (1582 cm$^{-1}$) and 2D(2700 cm$^{-1}$) bands of G5099, MEG400, AMEG400 and MAMEG400. Band G corresponds to $E_{2g}$ phonon in Brillouin zone center.
While all specimens exhibit sharp band G, which means that carbon atoms mainly bond in sp² hybridization to form a dense-hexagonal structure. AMEG400 (Fig. 3(c)) is obtained by soaking MEG400 (Fig. 3(b)) in the mixed acid, which induces a slightly broader band G and a new band D. Generally speaking, band D is associated with breath vibration mode of sp² atoms in carbon rings, and implies the reduction in strong sp² covalent bonds induced by defects, newly emerged edges and sp³ hybridization atoms. In this case, the rise of band D (Fig. 3(c)) may be attributed to the intercalation of sulfate molecules and oxidation reactions that happen on the edges of planar graphene layers. $I_D/I_G$ ratio was used to evaluate the average size of sp² domain and the degree of disorder. The suppression of band D in Fig. 3(d) compared with that in Fig. 3(c) suggests that
delocalized π-conjugation restores after re-irradiating in microwave oven and the ratio of $I_D/I_G$ (about 0.14) is lower than that of graphene sheets prepared by chemical reduction approaches [16,17], which indicates high order and low degree of structural defects as a result of efficient deoxygenation of carboxyl, epoxy and other oxygen functional groups. The position, shape and full width half maximum (FWHM) of the second-order 2D band are sensitive to the number of layers in graphene [18–20], which may be triggered by double-resonant effect, in other words, caused by changes in electronic and vibrational properties [21]. Band 2D in Fig. 3(d) is noticeably different from a typical 2D band of graphite (similar to Figs. 3(a)–(c)) which contains two separate fitted bands with intensity about $1/4 I_G$ and $1/2 I_G$, and also different from the sharp and single 2D band of graphene [22], thus few-layer graphenes are obtained through these procedures.

3.4 AFM images

Ultrasonic treatment is very popular in preparing graphene nano-materials [23–25]. Here, MEG400, AMEG400 and MAMEG400 were sonicated in acetone (0.1 mg/mL) to form processable dispersions that were drop-cast on glass slides, dried and measured by AFM. MEG400 after sonication (Fig. 4(a)) shows a layer

Fig. 4 AFM images of MEG400 (a1, a2), AMEG400 (b1, b2) and MAMEG400 (c1, c2)
thickness of about 34.5 nm (thinner than that shown in Fig. 1(f)), while the thickness of AMEG400 (Fig. 4(b)) decreases to 19.6 nm, which means the intercalation of sulfate ions or molecules and acoustic cavitation of sonication facilitate further exfoliation of thin graphite sheets. The thickness of MAMEG400 (Fig. 4(c)) is about 4.7 nm, which indicates that few-layer graphene is prepared. Hydrocarbons that exist in atmosphere can be absorbed between few-layer graphenes and glass slide, which may increase the thickness of graphene that is measured. Graphenes on glass substrate also exhibit more fluctuation and rougher surface compared with those on mica substrate [26]. It can be learnt from Fig. 4 that mixed acid soaking and second microwave irradiation can effectively prompt the exfoliation of graphite through sudden formation and expulsion of CO2, H2O and other decomposed products. Ultrasonication can provide localized hot-spots (extreme pressure and temperature) that facilitate the exfoliation. Powerful thrust along c-axis direction surpasses van der Waals force between graphene layers, so, the crumpled worm morphology forms and can be sonicated to few-layer graphene sheets with only a dozen or more layers.

3.5 XPS survey analysis
XPS scan was adopted to confirm remnant amount of oxygen functional groups that may impair the conductive network and electrochemically active surfaces for supercapacitor applications. The survey scan plotted in Fig. 5 shows C 1s peak at about 284.78 eV and weak O 1s peak at about 530 eV, which indicates lower oxygen content. The mole fractions of C and O shown in Fig. 5 are similar to graphene nanosheets prepared by SHANMUGHARAJ et al [27] and SRIDHAR et al [28]. The inserted picture in Fig.5 reveals Lorentz fitting of C 1s core level spectrum, which refers to sharp peak at about 284.78 eV (C—C and C=C bonds), minor peak at about 285.78 eV (C—O bond) and 286.98 eV (O=C=O bonds). It is clear that high quality few-layer graphene with low oxygen content is prepared. Noticeable π−π* satellite peak at about 291 eV affirms the restoration of π−π conjugated structure.

3.6 FTIR analysis
The FTIR spectrum acquired from as-prepared MAMEG400 in Fig. 6 majorly illustrates O—H stretching vibration at 3444 cm\(^{-1}\), carbonyl group (\(^{\text{\small C—O}}\)) and skeletal ring vibrations at 1637 cm\(^{-1}\), and C—O—C groups at 1064 cm\(^{-1}\) according to previous studies [29–31]. The O—H peak is relatively sharp, which contradicts the feature for —COOH and may come from absorbed water. Apparently, Fig. 6 shows weak oxygen functional groups and proves the formation of graphene with high quality, which is consistent with XPS results.

3.7 Combustion elemental analysis
As seen in Table 1, the as-prepared few-layer graphene has noticeably high carbon content and only traces of oxygen content, and high purity is obtained during rapid vaporization of intercalants and byproducts in volumetric re-heating where oxide moieties are significantly driven off without using toxic reducing agents. Probably, few-layer graphene with high purity and quality presented here has a bright future in manufacturing of lithium-ion batteries and ultracapacitors.

Table 1 Combustion elemental analysis of MAMEG400 (mass fraction, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Bal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97.75</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>1.8685</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusions

1) Expandable graphite can be rapidly exfoliated in domestic microwave irradiation, which produces accordion-like graphite worm with hierarchical porous
morphology. Graphene can be produced by further treatment. 

2) Few-layer graphenes were fabricated by first microwave irradiation for 3 min, and then strong mixed acid soaking for 24 h and second microwave irradiation for 3 min.

3) Microwave irradiation is a facile and eco-friendly approach to prepare graphene.
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少层石墨烯的微波辐照法快速制备及表征
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摘 要: 以可膨胀石墨为原料制备少层石墨烯，通过初次微波辐照 3 min、混酸(浓硫酸与浓硝酸的体积比为 1:1)浸泡处理 24 h 及二次微波辐照剥离 3 min 的工艺流程，得到了少层石墨烯。用扫描电镜(SEM)、X 射线衍射(XRD)、拉曼光谱(Raman)、原子力显微镜(AFM)、X 射线光电子能谱(XPS)、红外光谱(FTIR)和燃烧法元素分析对实验产物进行表征。结果表明：经过初次微波辐照处理，伴随闪光及爆裂声，可膨胀石墨层片结构被剥离，迅速形成疏松、多孔的蠕虫形貌。通过混酸浸泡、二次微波辐照和超声分散等后续处理，可快速制得厚度约为 4.7 nm 的约十几层的石墨烯，且石墨烯未被严重氧化，纯度高，结晶度高。
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